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Today and harmoniously developed generation, which is the main tool of the quality of 
reforming the education system to the request and the time, lifting the young generation find a 
high moral qualities identities explain to perfection intiltirish, talent development, intellectual 
abilities to increase the capacity of national ideology is the most important factor in the formation 
of the state of reforms. Such reforms conducted in the future of our society in the life of every 
young generation to be clearly defined purpose, a deep consciousness of self, loyalty to the 
country, the mental and the spiritual and the rise of civil society in the building does a great 
service.

Color has an important role in the environment. The only person of color in the space, but 
also affects human health even as to evoke mood. It’s available in the east man color treatment 
300 with the same method. Positive and negative effects of colors in the human mood and 
performance ability in feature. Like a man not only be changing the colors, but the mood also 
depends on the age.
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Large compared to the attitude you can see the color of each person. The favorite color 
of most people there is a scale. It like that the color scale for the activities of human life is 
changing. They prefer other color than the color red children of preschool age. While adults 
are blue, then red. To see more colors are intensive adults than children. Young pretty colors 
gray and pastel’tuslilar will go towards enlargement. Readers noted that it is clear from looking 
garmoniya of the most popular and accepted of the tracked color: blue, red, green, purple, color 
of pumpkin, brown, pastel colors, black and white. In different colors, depending on the age of 
the child is intended to give you a stimulant. If you prefer a more bright colors teenage children 
of small age, young children are faded like the color. In young children it is recommended to 
use small and warm colors more bright, but the color should refuse to bazaviy intensive. Adult 
education institutions and pre-school education institutions in the equipment more bright interior 
and interior – warm and bright use of color when cold will be feasible.

The children xoxish joint – desire meant the color of the walls and ceiling in the space of 
their impact on bala shows. Sarishta be in class wall of the central election commission of the 
color and productivity effects. Cold colors kontsentrasiyaga will help. 7 – grade 9-grade girls in 
the walls painted with the color that they like and conducted research is not complete at the time 
noted that it is clear from the track of lessons as they are less than before mistakes were made. 

Room pink color than the color of the air in the room wall to wall the great physical strength 
and positive mood have appeared in children of preschool age. Showing at adults, but the reverse 
effect: pink is a calming color, energy «sucking». Therefore, it can be used to reduce aggression.

Most children think that the color of the walls of the school is important. School is boring 
and not appealing the color of the walls. Been considering is not important that the color of 
parents and teachers. «A pleasure the school called» school on the readers in the book tsitatalar 
quotes: 15 – year-old pupils of their school «a huge prison» that lacks the colors. Readers 12% 
grade from tired eyes had complained. Kontsenrasiyani eyes will be tired in school and lead to 
disorder can be associated with head pain. Therefore, the teacher researchers improve the color 
I painted on the back wall and the light fallingrecommended by ilar.

The window of the room is facing to the north of the sun’s rays falls less. The design of the 
room is carried out in the right way can add warmth and light to the room. Thus, reflecting the 
light yellow of the wall of the warm sun, pumpkin and colors used in the room when the holiness 
of warmth and light peach color to it. If the room is south facing windows, see the sunny room 
coolsatib in blue, green, light greycolor will help.
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